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abstract: 1. Introduction We encounter the term Gothic in a lot of domains. In history, the term is to
be found referring to the East Germanic tribe called the Goths and in linguistics referring to their
extinct language. It also relates to Gothic architecture, prevalent in Western Europe in the 12th to
16th century and its revival from the mid-18th to early 20th century, characterized by pointed
arches, rib vaults, flying buttresses, large windows and elaborate tracery. It is also used as a
reference to the gloomy and horrifying Dark Ages. Today we have a subculture which refers to
oneself as Goths and their style as Gothic. In literature Horace Walpoles The Castle of Otranto from
1764 is assigned as the origin of Gothic in literature. From this time on, Gothic features can be found
in many novels by different authors from continental Europe. It continued throughout different
literary periods, be it Romanticism or the Victorian Age, and...
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Reviews
Completely essential go through ebook. It can be writter in basic phrases and never di icult to understand. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Jessy Collier
This publication will be worth purchasing. Indeed, it can be enjoy, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am just happy to inform you that this is
basically the best ebook i have got study within my own lifestyle and may be he very best ebook for ever.
-- Dr . Fur ma n Ander son Sr .
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